
12 Lean Clean Language Processes You Need
to Know for Effective Communication

Communication is an essential aspect of our daily lives. Whether it's at work, in
relationships, or during social interactions, effective communication ensures that
our thoughts and ideas are clearly understood. However, miscommunication and
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misunderstandings can often arise due to various factors such as different
perspectives, biases, or language barriers.

That's where Lean Clean Language processes come in. Derived from the fields of
psychology and NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming), these techniques aim to
improve communication by minimizing distractions and enhancing understanding.
In this article, we will explore 12 powerful Lean Clean Language processes that
can revolutionize the way you communicate.
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1. Clean Questions

Clean Questions are open-ended and neutral queries that help the speaker dive
deeper into their own thoughts and explore their underlying meanings. By using
this technique, you encourage the speaker to access their own wisdom and gain
insights about the topic at hand.

2. Clean Feedback

Clean Feedback focuses on delivering feedback in a non-judgmental and
constructive manner. By using this process, you provide valuable insights to the
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speaker without imposing your own biases or judgments, fostering a safe
environment for growth and learning.

3. Clean Setup

Clean Setup involves creating an environment that supports effective
communication. It helps establish clarity and mutual understanding between the
speaker and the listener, setting the stage for a productive conversation.

4. Clean Space

Clean Space allows the speaker to physically explore their thoughts and
perspectives by placing objects or markers representing different aspects of their
internal map in a physical space. This technique helps in gaining insights and
clarity by providing a visual representation of their thoughts.

5. Clean Language Modeling

Clean Language Modeling involves mirroring the speaker's language and non-
verbal cues to establish rapport and enhance understanding. By adopting their
language patterns, you create a deeper connection and facilitate effective
communication.

6. Clean Coaching

Clean Coaching is a process that utilizes Clean Language techniques to guide
individuals towards achieving their personal or professional goals. By asking
clean questions and facilitating self-reflection, the coach helps the client gain
clarity and make meaningful progress.

7. Clean Feedback Sandwich

Clean Feedback Sandwich is a powerful technique used to deliver constructive
criticism. It involves sandwiching the feedback between two positive comments,



ensuring that the receiver feels supported and motivated to improve.

8. Clean Interviews

Clean Interviews are structured conversations that enable the interviewer to
gather accurate and unbiased information from the interviewee. By using clean
questions, the interviewer ensures that the interviewee's responses stay focused
and authentic, leading to better outcomes.

9. Clean Language Games

Clean Language Games are interactive activities designed to improve
communication skills and build rapport. These games incorporate various clean
language techniques to enhance understanding and promote collaboration.

10. Clean Negotiation

Clean Negotiation involves using clean language techniques to navigate and
resolve conflicts. By focusing on the underlying needs and interests of all parties
involved, this process facilitates win-win solutions and promotes effective
collaboration.

11. Clean Problem Solving

Clean Problem Solving is a structured approach to addressing challenges and
finding innovative solutions. By asking clean questions, individuals can explore
different perspectives and uncover hidden possibilities.

12. Clean Self-Coaching

Clean Self-Coaching empowers individuals to reflect on their own thoughts and
emotions using clean language techniques. By asking clean questions and
engaging in self-dialogue, one can gain valuable insights and make personal
breakthroughs.



Effective communication is crucial in all aspects of life. By implementing the 12
Lean Clean Language processes discussed in this article, you can enhance your
communication skills, deepen your understanding of others, and build stronger
relationships. These techniques provide a powerful framework for more authentic
and meaningful conversations, enabling you to navigate challenges and achieve
success.
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Looking for easy, effective, and creative ways to engage your client's deeper
knowledge of their learning and healing processes?

Psychotherapist David Grove had an insatiable curiosity about how a client
subconsciously structures their experience and how change at the subconscious
level happens. With a deep respect for the accumulated wisdom in a client's
internal world, Grove determined to find ways to keep the facilitator from
contaminating the client's experience while fostering self-discovery and self-
healing. The result is Clean Language, carefully-worded questions incorporating
a client's exact words coupled with strategic processes that create ideal
conditions for a client to learn more about themselves. The Clean facilitator
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directs their client’s attention, trusting that as the client collects information about
their mind and body systems’ strengths and weaknesses, insights and
confusions, strategies and maladaptations, the system learns from itself, heals,
and grows.

Discover twelve easy-to-learn Clean Language processes that combine the
science of emergence and Metaphor Therapy as only creative innovator David
Grove could.

Clean Language expert Gina Campbell presents twelve Grovian processes for
therapists, counselors, coaches, and other helping and healing professionals
looking for ways to guide their clients in experiential self-exploration. From among
the many process Grove developed, Campbell has selected ones that are easy to
master and easy to use. You will learn step by step how to facilitate clients to
access their inner knowledge and experiences by projecting them onto a drawing
or into the surrounding physical space. Spread out before them, your clients'
deeper understandings and perspectives readily reveal themselves.

"Gina Campbell has marshaled an admirable array of material into a wonderful
resource. For the first time in one book are twelve golden nuggets from David
Grove's life work. Whether you are a new coach or an established therapist, your
clients will be delighted with how elegantly you facilitate them to find their own
resources and solutions. Panning for Your Client's Gold is a wellspring that you
will want to return to again and again."

—James Lawley and Penny Tompkins, authors of Metaphors in Mind:
Transformation through Symbolic Modelling
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